Talk.CSS

4 years and counting
What is CSS?

- stands for (C)ascading (S)tyle(S)heets
- used to describe the presentation of a web page
- consists of its own syntax and rules
- simple to pick up, takes effort to master
- not the most popular thing around
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hongkheng 10:40 AM
joined #kapitlam

hongkheng 10:59 AM
hi everyone! Is there a plan for a book club for css ppl?

sevresbabylone 11:04 AM
no plan. but keen

cliener 11:05 AM
I was recently discussing a CSS talk group at least

sevresbabylone 11:06 AM
what would the CSS talk group be like?
or is this the one to add to talk.js?

cliener 11:07 AM
Talk.JS but (more) front end oriented

hongkheng 11:07 AM
I find talk.js is very js heavy

Back  Next
Organising meetups in 🇸🇬

- 2 critical components to a meetup: speakers and venue
- information about your meetup
- social media, toilet of the internet, but necessary evil
- food is optional, it's about setting expectations
- recordings by Engineers.SG are the best thing ever
- update website, send out newsletter
#struggles 😞

- people don't want to speak
- attendance is as inconsistent as the weather
- venues sometime renege on us
- recordings will fail (sometimes)
- organiser tired (oh-so-tired)
 бонус: OMGCOVID

😊
Thank you

No you, no us.

P.S. We are SingaporeCSS, anyhowly also got standard wan